AUDIO TAPE TITLES LIST 2009

- GENERAL TAPE COLLECTION
- PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM TAPES 1992-2004
- PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 2004 TO PRESENT
  AVAILABLE IN CDS AT FRONT DESK

GENERAL TAPE COLLECTION

1. STRESS MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
2. WESTERN PHARMACEUTICALS, ROSENBERG, Z’EV
3. COMPLEMENTARY AND ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE
4. CHINESE HERBAL NAMES
5. THE 7 HABITS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE PEOPLE
6. THE ART OF MINDFUL LIVING 1, THICH NHAT HANH
7. THE ART OF MINDFUL LIVING 2, THICH NHAT HANH
8. CHINESE AT A GLANCE
9. OSTEOPOROSIS AND CHINESE MEDICINE (MISSING)
10. ARE YOU CLEAR OF PARASITES
11. HOSPICE WORK, HERBAL THERAPEUTICS
12. HOW ACUPUNCTURE HEALS WOUNDS
13. BREAKTHROUGHS IN PREVENTIVE HEALTHCARE
14. THE EFFECTS OF GLUTATHIONINE AND ANTHOCYANODINS IN CANCER
15. HEALTH BENEFITS OF NATURAL STABLE FISH OIL
16. HEALTH BENEFITS OF NATURAL STABLE FISH OIL 2
17. FOCUS ON CARDIOLOGY (MISSING)
18. CHINESE ACUPUNCTURE POINT NAMES, MAN LING LAI AND ROBERT BRENER
19. ACUPUNCTURE AND ORIENTAL MEDICINE ALLIANCE: ENCOMPASSING THE WORLD OF ACUPUNCTURE AND ORIENTAL MEDICINE (MISSING)
20. A MASTERS CLASS IN TCM GYNECOLOGY WITH BOB FLAWS
21. ULTIMATE GOAL, A GUIDE TO FREEDOM, LEVENSON, LESTER.
23. MINDFULNESS MEDITATION IN EVERYDAY LIFE, KABAT-ZINN, JON, 1994
24. HOW TO REMEMBER EVERYTHING IN YOUR PAST, KEVIN TRUDEAU
25. LIGHTEN UP: THE AMAZING POWER OF GRACE...
26. MEGA MEMORY TAPE
27. ADVANCED MEGA MEMORY
28. 

SPECIAL INDIVIDUAL TAPES

1. HIPPA AUDIO TAPES 18 COPIES
A. PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 1989

1. HUMAN COMPUTER VS. MECHANICAL COMPUTER- INTUITION VS. ANALYSIS- RANDALL BAROLET
2. SPORTS MEDICINE ENHANCEMENT OF PERFORMANCE & TREATMENT OF INJURIES- WHITFIELD REAVES
3. WORKING WITH DOCTORS, WORKING IN HOSPITALS- KERRY WEINSTEIN & JUDY HURLEY
4. MODERNIZATION OF TRADITIONAL HERBAL PRESCRIPTIONS. SUBHUTI DHARMANANDA
5. MODERN CLINICAL RELEVANCE OF THE NEI JING- HENRY LU
6. INTEGRATION OF TCM & WESTERN MEDICINE IN AN INSTITUTIONAL SETTING- JAKE FRATKIN
7. INTEGRATION OF ACUPUNCTURE AND HERBAL MEDICINE- AN HISTORICAL SURVEY- MIKI SHIMA
8. KORYO HAND ACUPUNCTURE- TAI WOO YOO
9. CURRENT STATE OF HERBAL MEDICINE IN JAPAN- MILES ROBERTS
10. GYNECOLOGY- DYSMENORRHEA- MISHA COHEN
11. EFFECT OF SINUS DISORDERS ON THE IMMUNE & AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
12. QI AND QI GONG- PANEL DISCUSSION
13. NUTS AND BOLTS OF WORKING TOGETHER WITH HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS- KERRY WEINSTEIN AND JUDY HURLEY
14. HUMAN COMPUTER VS. MECHANICAL COMPUTER- INTUITION VS. ANALYSIS- RANDALL BAROLET
15. SPORTS MEDICINE ENHANCEMENT OF PERFORMANCE AND TREATMENT OF INJURIES. WHITFIELD REAVES
16. PEDIATRIC CARE WITH HOMEOPATHY AND CHINESE MEDICINE
17. LIMITING LIABILITY: KEEPING WHAT YOU’VE EARNED- CYNTHIA BESTANI
18. TECHNOLOGICAL ACUPUNCTURE & PHYSICAL THERAPY: TOOLS OF THE FUTURE- SAL CENICEROS
19. SKIN DISORDERS: RECENT PROGRESS IN CHINESE HERBAL THERAPIES- SUBHUTI DHARMANANDA
20. CHINESE HERBAL PATENT FORMULAS FOR COMMON COLD AND RESPIRATORY INFECTION- JAKE FRATKIN
21. CLINICAL CHINESE HERBOLOGY- HENRY LU
22. INTEGRATING ACUPUNCTURE & HERBAL DIAGNOSIS IN DAILY PRACTICE.- MIKI SHIMA
23. TREATMENT OF CHRONIC IMMUNO-DEFICIENCIES- MISHA COHEN
24. ADVANCE MUSCULAR-SKELETAL DIAGNOSIS & TUI NA- YU DA FANG
25. PRECISE LOCATION ACUPUNCTURE POINTS & MERIDIANS FOR INDIVIDUAL PATIENTS- YOSHIAKA OMURA
26. FIVE ELEMENT HARA DIAGNOSIS- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
27. PSYCHOLOGICAL VS. SPIRITUAL ISSUES IN TCM- TED KAPTCHUK
28. KORYO HAND ACUPUNCTURE- TAI WOO YOO
29. KANPO YAKU- MILES ROBERTS
30. QI GONG & THE TREATMENT OF BRAIN DAMAGE- JOHN FEY
31. HARA DIAGNOSIS & TREATMENT OF SINUS DISORDERS- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
APPENDIX E

B. PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 1990
1. WORKING WITH YOUR PEDIATRICIAN- JANET ZAND
2. ACUPUNCTURE AND THE PAIN MANAGEMENT CLINIC- SAL CENICEROS
3. TREATMENT OF MENOPAUSE- BOB FLAWS
4. DETOX AND ACUPUNCTURE- MICHAEL SMITH
5. THE RAPID CURE OF ANXIETY AND PHOBIAS- ROGER CALLAHAN
6. THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF CHRONIC FATIGUE- GIOVANNI MACIOCIA
7. CASE HISTORIES: CONSEQUENCES OF SCARS- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
8. ALL SICKNESS IF HOMESICKNESS- DIANNE CONNELLY
9. THE ORIGIN OF MERIDIANS AND ACUPUNCTURE POINTS- M. KUSHI
10. HEALING WITHOUT DAMAGING THE BODY- MIKKI SHIMA
11. MECHANISMS OF ACUPUNCTURE: NEUROLOGICAL AND ELECTROMAGNETIC- BRUCE POMERANZ
12. TCM ANALYSIS OF NON- TCM HERBS, DRUGS AND THERAPIES- BOB FLAWS
13. PEDIATRICS AND INFECTIONS- JANET ZAND
14. ACUPUNCTURE AND THE PAIN MANAGEMENT CLINIC. SAL CENICEROS
15. THE DOCTOR AS MEDICINE- TED KAPTCHUK
16. ENERGY & POLARITY REVERSAL: HOW TO TREAT THE UNTREATABLE PATIENT
17. DETOX AND ACUPUNCTURE- MICHAEL SMITH
18. ADVANCED TONGUE DIAGNOSIS- GIOVANNI MACIOCIA
19. BACK DIAGNOSIS- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
20. ALL SICKNESS IS HOMESICKNESS- DIANNE CONNELLY
21. ACUPUNCTURE FOR WESTERN HEALTH-professionals- ARTHUR STULBAUM & ALBERT ROGERS
22. “DA QI” HOW TO OBTAIN IT WITH ACUPUNCTURE, TENS, SHIATSU AND OTHER MODALITIES- BRUCE POMERANZ
23. NECK DIAGNOSIS AND HORMONE IMBALANCE- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
24. APPLICATIONS OF MEDICAL I CHING- MIKKI SHIMA
25. ACUPUNCTURE FOR WESTERN HEALTH-professionals. ARTHUR STULBAUM & ALBERT ROGERS
26. NUMBERS, HISTORY, REALITY, AND ORIENTAL MEDICINE- TED KAPTCHUK
27. CANCER FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF ENERGY, FOOD, AND CONSCIOUSNESS- MICHIO KUSHI
28. QUANTUM HEALING- DEEPAK CHOPRA

C. PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 1991
1. FIVE-PHASE ARCHETYPES- BEINFIELD & KORNGOLD
APPENDIX E

2. ASTHMA: A REVISION OF THE TRADITIONAL APPROACHES- G. MACIOCIA 2 TAPES
3. INTEGRATION OF EASTERN AND WESTERN PEDIATRICS- A. TIBERI
4. ACUPRESSURE AND COMMUNICATION WITH THE UNCONSCIOUS MIND- I. TEEGARDEN
5. CREATING FERTILE GROUND: EXPLORATION OF FERTILITY IN WOMEN- M. COHEN
6. ZHU FAMILY PROTOCOLS FOR TREATMENT OF GASTRO-INTESTINAL- C. ZHU
7. CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE: PULSE DIAGNOSIS AND POINT SELECTION- A. ELLIS
8. REAL AND COMPLETE TCM- J. SHEN
9. HEALING THE BODY POLITIC- JERRY BROWN
10. ENTRENCHED SHOCK TRAUMA- K. MATSUMOTO
11. THEN BLIND ACUPUNCTURIST OF JAPAN- S. BROWN
12. THE PULSATION RATE OF INTERNAL ORGANS- S. CHANG
13. ALLERGIC RHINITIS: LINK BETWEEN THE IMMUNE SYSTEM AND KIDNEYS- G. MACIOCIA
14. SPECIALIZED PEDIATRIC DIAGNOSIS- A. TIBERI 2 TAPES
15. FIVE PHASE ARCHETYPES- BEINFIELD AND KORNGOLD 2 TAPES
16. TRADITIONAL MASSAGE OF THAILAND- R. GOLD
17. TREATMENT OF BENIGN AND MALIGNANT BREAST TUMORS- G. MACIOCIA 2 TAPES
18. ACUPRESSURE AND ACUPUNCTURE TO HELP HEAL ABUSE- I TEEGARDEN
19. A FOCUS ON HIV AND CHRONIC HEPATITIS- M. COHEN 2 TAPES
20. TREATMENT OF COLITIS- C. ZHU 2 TAPES
21. ENTRENCHED SHOCK AND TRAUMA- K. MASUMOTO 2 TAPES
22. EXTERNAL APPLICATION OF HERBS- A ELLIS 2 TAPES
23. JAPANESE ORGAN POINTS FOR DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT- M. SHIMA 2 TAPES
24. THE CAROTID SINUS AND OXYGENATION- K. MATSUMOTO 2 TAPES
25. THE INTEGRATION OF PULSE, ABDOMEN AND MERIDIAN PALPATION- S. BROWN
26. SEXUAL ENHANCEMENT AND HEALING- S. CHANG 2 TAPES
27. VULNERABILITY, SLEEPING WITH GHOSTS AND CHILD ABUSE- T. KAPTCHUK 2 TAPES
28. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN PATIENT AND DOCTOR- P. SUN 2 TAPES
29. UNCONDITIONAL LIFE- D. CHOPRA
30. SOUND SECRETS AND HEALING POWER OF MUSIC- S. HALPERN
31. PRE-SYMPOSIUM TAPES WITH G. MACIOCIA 4 TAPES

D. PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 1992

1992 SET 1
1. FIVE-PHASE ARCHETYPES. BEINFIELD AND KORNGOLD
2. ASTHMA: A REVISION OF THE TRADITIONAL APPROACHES. G. MACIOCIA. 2 TAPES
3. INTEGRATION OF EASTERN AND WESTERN PEDIATRICS. A. TIBERI
4. ACUPRESSURE AND COMMUNICATION WITH THE UNCONSCIOUS MIND
5. CREATING FERTILE GROUND: EXPLORATION OF FERTILITY IN WOMEN. M. COHEN.
6. ZHU FAMILY PROTOCOLS FOR TREATMENT OF GASTRO INTESTINAL C. ZHU
7. CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE: PULSE DIAGNOSIS AND POINT SELECTION. A. ELLIS.
8. REAL AND COMPLETE TCM. J. SHEN.
9. HEALING THE BODY POLITIC. JERRY BROWN
10. ENTRENCHED SHOCK TRAUMA. K. MATSUMOTO
11. THE BLIND ACUPUNCTURIST OF JAPAN. S. BROWN
12. THE PULSATION RATE OF INTERNAL ORGANS. S. CHANG.
13. ALLERGIC RHINITIS: LINK BETWEEN THE IMMUNE SYSTEM AND KIDNEYS. G. MACIOCIA
14. SPECIALIZED PEDIATRIC DIAGNOSIS. A TIBERI. 2 TAPES
15. FIVE PHASE ARCHETYPES. BEINFIELD AND KORNGOLD. 2 TAPES
16. TRADITIONAL MASSAGE OF THAILAND. R. GOLD.
17. TREATMENT OF BENIGN AND MALIGNANT BREAST TUMORS. G. MACIOCIA. 2 TAPES
18. ACUPRESSURE AND ACUPUNCTURE TO HELP HEAL ABUSE. I. TEEGARDEN
19. A FOCUS ON HIV AND CHRONIC HEPATITIS. M. COHEN. 2 TAPES
20. TREATMENT OF COLITIS. C. ZHU. 2 TAPES
21. ENTRENCHED SHOCK AND TRAUMA. K. MATSUMOTO. 2 TAPES
22. EXTERNAL APPLICATION OF HERBS. A. ELLIS. 2 TAPES
23. MASTERING PULSE DIAGNOSIS. J. SHEN. 2 TAPES
24. JAPANESE ORGAN POINTS FOR DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT. M. SHIMA. 2 TAPES
25. THE CAROTID SINUS AND OXYGENATION. K. MATSUMOTO. 2 TAPES
26. THE INTEGRATION OF PULSE, ABDOMEN AND MERIDIAN PALPATION. S. BROWN. 2 TAPES
27. SEXUAL ENHANCEMENT AND HEALING. S. CHANG. 2 TAPES
28. VULNERABILITY, SLEEPING WITH GHOSTS AND CHILD ABUSE. T. HAPTCHUK. 2 TAPES
29. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN PATIENT AND DOCTOR. P. SUN. 2 TAPES
30. UNCONDITIONAL LIFE. D CHOPRA
31. SOUND SECRETS AND HEALING POWER OF MUSIC. S. HALPERN
32. PRE-SYMPOSIUM TAPES WITH G. MACIOCIA. 4 TAPES (ONLY HAVE 2 OF 4)

1992 SET 2
INTRODUCTION LECTURES
1. STRUCTURAL DERANGEMENT. RICHARD YENNIE.
2. CRANIOSACRAL THERAPY. JOHN UPLEDGER.
3. STAGNANT BLOOD. DAN BENSKY

WORKSHOPS
4. PEDIATRIC DISORDERS. GIOVANNI MACIOCIA. 2 TAPES
5. STRUCTURAL DERANGEMENT. RICHARD YENNIE. 2 TAPES
6. CRANIOSACRAL THERAPY. JOHN UPLEDGER. 2 TAPES

INTRODUCTION LECTURES
APPENDIX E

7. QI, SOUND AND HEALING. STEVEN HALPERN.
8. TCM DURING PREGNANCY. ALEX TIBERI
9. EMOTIONAL KALEIDOSCOPE. IONA TEEGARDEN.
10. TISSUE REJUVENATION. BERNARD JENSEN

WORKSHOPS
11. COMBINATION OF POINTS. G. MACIOCIA. 2 TAPES
12. TISSUE REJUVENATION. BERNARD JENSEN. 2 TAPES
13. EMOTIONAL KALEIDOSCOPE. IONA TEEGARDEN. 2 TAPES
14. TCM DURING PREGNANCY. ALEX TIBERI. 2 TAPES

LECTURES
15. GENG SHUI. THOMAS LIN-YUAN
16. FIVE STAGNATIONS. MIKI SHIMA
17. LIVER AND DETOXIFICATION. KIIKO MATSUMOTO

WORKSHOPS
18. LIVER AND DETOXIFICATION. KIIKO MATSUMOTO. 2 TAPES
19. FIVE STAGNATIONS. MIKI SHIMA 2 TAPES
20. SELF ESTEEM. TED KAPTCHUK. 2 TAPES
21. FENG SHUI. THOMAS LIN-YUAN

LECTURES
22. WHAT WESTERN DOCTORS CAN LEARN FROM EASTERN MEDICINE. MIKI SHIMA
23. THAI MASSAGE. RICHARD GOLD
24. TUI NA AND CHEMOTHERAPY. BILL HELM
25. BLOOD TESTS AND TCM. JANET ZAND

WORKSHOPS
26. SPLEEN QI DEFICIENCY. KIIKO MATSUMOTO 2 TAPES
27. TUI NA AND CHEMOTHERAPY. BILL HELM
28. BLOOD TESTS AND TCM. JANET ZAND. 2 TAPES
29. NO TAPES IN THIS SET OR ORIGINAL SET
30. TRIPLE BURNER. DAN BENSKY 2 TAPES

E. PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 1993
AUDIO TAPES SET 2

1. JOINT RANGE OF MOTION. ALEX TIBERI
2. THE KIDNEY EAST AND WEST. YVES REQUENA
3. SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH. MICHAEL SMITH
4. HYPERACTIVE CHILDREN. SUBHUTI DHARMANANDA
5. SCALP ACUPUNCTURE. MING QING ZHU
6. CHINESE FACE READING. LILLIAN LESEFKO
7. MISMANAGEMENT OF TONIC HERB FORMULAS. JAKE FATKIN
8. EAR AND NOSE DISEASES. KIIKO MATSUMOTO
9. PHYSIOLOGY OF QI GONG. ROGER JAHNKE
10. POINT SELECTION FOR HIV. MAGNOLIA GOH
11. ITAMI THERAPY. MIKI SHIMA
APPENDIX E

12. SPIRIT AND LADDER OF THE SOUL. TED KAPTCHUK

AFTERNOON WORKSHOPS

13. EASTERN AND WESTERN ORTHOPEDICS. ALEX TIBERI 2 TAPES
14. HEADACHE. YVES REQUIENA 2 TAPES
15. I CHING. MICHAEL SMITH 2 TAPES
16. WESTERN PHARMACEUTICALS. Z’EY ROSENBERG 2 TAPES
17. DEPRESSION AND INSOMNIA. SUBHUTI DHARMANANDA 2 TAPES
18. SCALP ACUPUNCTURE. MING QING ZHU
19. CHINESE FACE READING. LILLIAN LESEFKO 2 TAPES
20. HYPERTENSION. YVES REQUIENA 2 TAPES
21. EAR AND NOSE DISEASES. KIIKO MATSUMOTO 2 TAPES
22. PHYSIOLOGY OF QI GONG. ROGER JAHNKE 2 TAPES
23. TUI NA FOR SPORTS INJURIES. BILL HELM
24. USE OF TONIC FORMULAS. JAKE FRATKIN 2 TAPES
25. ACUPUNCTURE AND JUSTICE DEPARTMENT. JUDGE STANLEY GOLDSTEIN 2 TAPES
26. HERB TEA #1 DERMATOLOGY. MAGNOLIA GOH 2 TAPES
27. ITAMI FOR NECK AND SHOULDERS. MIKI SHIMA 2 TAPES
28. SIX FLAVOR REHMANNIA PILL. TED KAPTCHUK 2 TAPES
29. EYE DISEASES. KIIKO MATSUMOTO 2 TAPES.

F. PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 1994

1. INTO: SYMMETRY ACUPUNCTURE. IN E. MOON
2. URINARY INCONTINENCE. HOLLY EAGLE
3. CHAKRAS & ACUPUNCTURE POINTS. GABRIEL STUX
4. POINT COMBINATION/ CHANNEL THEORY. YI TIAN NI
5. HIGH TOUCH FOR HI-TECH AGE. OHASHI
6. SKIN LESIONS. ALEX TIBERI
7. ALLERGIC REACTION DISEASE. WU YUAN
8. HOMEOPATHY: PIECE OF THE PUZZLE. JANET ZAND
9. PAIN & SPASM. KIIKO MATSUMOTO
10. ENHANCEMENT OF PERFORMANCE. WHITFIELD REAVES
11. CRITICAL TRANSITIONS: FACIAL DIAGNOSIS. LILLIAN LESEFKO
12. SYMMETRY & MANIPULATION. IN E. MOON 2 TAPES
13. GOOD, BAD, & UGLY: BULK HERBS. HOLLY EAGLE 2 TAPES
14. CHAKRAS & ACUPUNCTURE POINTS. GABRIEL STUX 2 TAPES
15. POINT COMBINATION/CHANNEL THEORY. YI TIAN NI 2 TAPES
16. OHASHIATSU: GIVE AS TO RECEIVE. OHASHI 2 TAPES
17. HERB PLASTERS/ ORTHOPEDIC INJURIES. ALEX TIBERI 2 TAPES
18. ALLERGIC REACTION DISEASES. WU YUAN 2 TAPES
19. HOMEOPATHY & CHINESE MEDICINE. JANET ZAND 2 TAPES
20. PAIN & SPASM. KIIKO MATSUMOTO 2 TAPES
21. LOWER EXTREMITY SPORTS INJURIES. WHITFIELD REAVES 2 TAPES
22. MOTHERS/ FATHERS INFLUENCE. LILLIAN LESEFKO 2 TAPES

G. PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 1995
APPENDIX E

1. AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO MENOPAUSE. JANET ZAND 1 TAPE
2. YIN & YANG PSYCHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS/TREATMENT. M. SMITH
3. ORIENTAL MEDICINE AND CHINESE LANGUAGE. DAN BENSKY
4. AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO MENOPAUSE. JANET ZAND 2 TAPES
5. % PHASES: PSYCHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS/TREATMENT. MICHAEL SMITH 2 TAPES
6. COLD INDUCED DISORDERS: SHANG HAN LUN. DAN BENSKY 2 TAPES
7. FOUR PART SERIES ON GYNECOLOGY. ALEX TIBERI 8 TAPES
8. NEI GONG GEE LIO/HEALING HANDS. BILL HELM 2 TAPES
9. USE OF BASAL BODY TEMPERATURE & TREATMENT OF FERTILITY. BOB FLAWS
10. USING FACIAL DIAGNOSIS TO GUIDE EMOTIONAL REJUVENATION. LILLIAN LESEFKO
11. THE IMMUNE SYSTEM AND TCM. J. MIN FAN
12. THE TREATMENT OF FIBROCYSTIC BREAST DISEASE. BOB FLAWS 2 TAPES
13. USING FACIAL DIAGNOSIS TO GUIDE EMOTIONAL REJUVENATION. LILLIAN LESEFKO 2 TAPES
14. THE IMMUNE SYSTEM AND TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE. J. MIN FAN 2 TAPE
15. THAI STRETCHING FOR MENTAL EQUANIMITY
16. DIAGNOSIS & TREATMENT OF INFERTILITY WITH TCM. YITIAN NI
17. CHAKRA ACUPUNCTURE & DIRECT ENERGY DIAGNOSIS. GABRIEL STUX
18. SHAO YANG TREATMENT: BLIND ACUPUNCTURIST NAGANO STYLE. K. MATSUMOTO
19. DIAGNOSIS/TREATMENT OF INFERTILITY WITH TCM. YITIAN NI 2 TAPES
20. CHAKRA ACUPUNCTURE & DIRECT ENERGY DIAGNOSIS. GABRIEL STUX. 2 TAPES
21. SHAO YANG TREATMENT: BLIND ACUPUNCTURIST NAGANO STYLE. K. MATSUMOTO 2 TAPES
22. THAI ABDOMINAL MASSAGE FOR MENSTRUAL DISORDERS. RICK GOLD
23. MISSING
24. PROGESTERONE & ITS USES IN TCM. HOLLY EAGLE
25. MANAGEMENT OF ANXIETY, DEPRESSION, INSOMNIA. MIKI SHIMA
26. PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF OSTEOPOROSIS. HOLLY EAGLE. 2 TAPES
27. MANAGEMENT OF ANXIETY, DEPRESSION, INSOMNIA. MIKI SHIMA 2 TAPES
28. TUI NA FOR ANKLE & WRIST INJURIES. BILL HELM

H. PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 1996
1. RECALCITRANT BACK PAIN: KINESIOLOGY & TCM. M. CALLISON
2. SEXUAL POSITIONS FOR BALANCING QI & BLOOD. A. TIBERI
3. BALANCING METHOD FOR TREATMENT OF PAIN. RICHARD TAN 2 TAPES
4. POINTS & HERBS: ENHANCED SEXUAL PERFORMANCE. A TEBERI 2 TAPES
5. RECALCITRANT BACK PAIN: KINESIOLOGY & TCM. M. CALLISON 2 TAPES
6. TREATMENT & MANAGEMENT OF CANCER PATIENTS WITH CHINESE MEDICINE Z. ROSENBERG 2 TAPES
7. SEXUALITY AND THE SERIOUSLY 111. M. COHEN
9. HUMAN SEXUALITY: CHINESE ROYAL FAMILY SECRETS. J MIN FAN
10. HUMAN SEXUALITY: CHINESE ROYAL FAMILY SECRETS. J MIN FAN 2 TAPES
11. WOMAN’S SEXUALITY. M. COHEN 2 TAPES
12. VARYING TREATMENT METHODS FOR SPECIFIC TYPES. A. TIBERI 2 TAPES
13. -
14. CERVICAL SYNDROME. SHUDO DENMEI
15. THE CLASH BETWEEN CONVENTIONAL AND ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE- B POMERANZ
16. POSTPARTUM DEPRESSION. KIIKO MATSUMOTO
17. MISSING
18. CERVICAL SYNDROME. SHUDO DENMAI 2 TAPES
19. POSTPARTUM DEPRESSION. KIIKO MATSUMOTO 2 TAPES
20. -
21. SEXUALITY AND CHINESE MEDICINE. G. MACIOCIA
22. TREATMENT OF HEADACHE. MIKI SHIMA
23. FACIAL ANALYSIS OF SEX APPEAL. L. LESEFKO-GARNIER
24. THE HEART CHANNEL: UNUSUAL CLINICAL APPLICATIONS. G. MACIOCIA
25. TREATMENT OF HEADACHE. MIKI SHIMA 2 TAPES
26. SIGNS OF SEXUALITY. L. LESEFKO-GARNIER 2 TAPES
27. DR. NAGARO’S TREATMENT OF CHRONIC PAIN. KIIKO MATSUMOTO 2 TAPES
28. ATOPIC ECZEMA IN ADULTS & CHILDREN. G. MACIOCIA 2 TAPES

I. PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 1997
1. BALANCING THE MUSCULAR-SKELETAL SYSTEM. MATT CALLISON
2. ADVANCED HERBAL MEDICINE FROM THE BEN CAO GANG MU. WANG JIN HUAI
3. EIGHT EXTRAORDINARY VESSELS: AN INTEGRATED APPROACH. JANET ZAND
4. TREATING KNEE PAIN AND INSTABILITY. MATT CALLISON
5. CALLIGRAPHY: A HANDS ON EXPERIENCE. WANG JIN HUAI
6. MIND, MOOD AND ORIENTAL MEDICINE. JANET ZAND
7. -
8. THE SCIENCE OF HERBAL FORMULA CONSTRUCTION. Z’EV ROSENBERG
9. LESS IS BETTER: PERSPECTIVES ON JAPANESE ACUPUNCTURE. STEPHEN BIRCH
10. CHAKRAS & THE 8 EXTRAORDINARY VESSELS. GABRIEL STUX
11. THE CORRIDOR OF ENERGY: THE DU AND REN ON THE FACE. LESEFKO-GARNIER
12. KEIRAKU, CHIRYO, TOYAHARI & YIN-YANG BALANCING. STEPHEN BIRCH 3 TAPES
13. TREATMENT OF CHRONIC KIDNEY DISORDERS. GABRIEL STUX
14. THE CORRIDOR OF ENERGY: THE DU & REN ON THE FACE LESEFKO-GARNIER
15. -
16. TREATMENT OF CANCER PATIENTS WITH CHINESE MEDICINE. Z. ROSENBERG
17. CLINICAL OUTCOMES: A 5 ELEMENTS PERSPECTIVE. ROBERT DUGGAN
18. SPIRITUAL DIMENSIONS OF CHINESE MEDICINE- PANEL DISCUSSION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>CLINICAL OUTCOMES RESEARCH: A 5 ELEMENTS PERSPECTIVE- ROBERT DUGGAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>TIBETAN MEDICINE AND IT'S RELATIONSHIP TO CHINESE MEDICINE- KEVIN ERGIL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>AYURVEDA FOR HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS- VASANT LAD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>THE DONG HAN TAOIST SYSTEM- JIANG JING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>GEOMETRIC POINT PATTERNS- NI YI TIAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>USING THE EIGHT EXTRAORDINARY VESSELS. ALEX TIBERI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>THE DONG HAN TAOIST SYSTEM- JIANG JING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>GEOMETRIC POINT PATTERNS- NI YI TIAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>THE EIGHT EXTRAORDINARY VESSELS FOR OB/GYN PROBLEMS- ALEX TIBERI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>THE DEVELOPMENT OF ORIENTAL MEDICINE- MARNAE ERGIL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>HOLLY GUZMAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>HOLLY GUZMAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**J. PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 1998**

**TAPE I.D. 98**

1. PANEL DISCUSSION: QI
2. NAN JING SOURCES: QUALITIES OF DIAGNOSIS- Z'EV ROSENBERG
3. SPIRITUAL ACUPUNCTURE- GABRIEL STUX
4. SPIRIT OF CHINESE MEDICINE- MISHA COHEN
5. NATURE OF QI & NATURE OF RECOVERY- MICHAEL SMITH
6. HEPATITIS C AND TCM- MISHA COHEN
7. TRADITIONAL CHINESE APPROACHES TO INSOMNIA- DAN BENSKEY
8. CLINICAL APPLICATION OF CLASSICAL TREATMENT STATEMENTS- ANDY ELLIS
9. STUDENT SCHOLAR PRESENTATION
10. NATURE OF QI & NATURE OF RECOVERY- MICHAEL SMITH
11. SPIRITUAL ACUPUNCTURE – GABRIEL STUX
12. KEYNOTE ADDRESS: COMPASSION AND THE PHYSICIAN- YESHI DONDEN
13. HYPERACTIVITY, ADD AND TCM- ALEX TIBERI
14. TREATING POSTMENOPAUSAL OSTEOPOROSIS- BOB FLAWS
15. CHINESE MEDICAL SUPPORT FOR BREAST CANCER- MIKI SHIMA
16. ANATOMY OF BACK PAIN- MATT CALLISON
17. CHINESE MEDICAL SUPPORT FOR BREAST CANCER- MIKI SHIMA
18. HYPERACTIVITY, ADD AND TCM- ALEX TIBERI
19. TCM & COMMON GYNECOLOGICAL CONDITIONS- BOB FLAWS
20. CREATING HEALING ENVIRONMENTS- LILLIAN GARNIER
21. COSMETIC ACUPUNCTURE- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
22. PANEL DISCUSSION: INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE
23. TREATING ACUTE PEDIATRIC DISORDERS- JAKE FRATKIN
24. HORMONES & ESSENCE- BEINFIELD & KORNGOLD
25. HEAT & HEALING: MOXA AND MORE- HOLLY GUZMAN
26. CREATING HEALING ENVIRONMENTS- LILLIAN GARNIER
27. ACUPUNCTURE FOR GENITAL HERPES & WARTS- YITIAN NI
### TAPE I.D. 97

1. **Balancing the Musculo-Skeletal System** - Matt Callison
2. **Advanced Herbal Medicine from the Ben Cao Gang Mu** - Wang Jin Huai
3. **Eight Extraordinary Vessels: An Integrated Approach** - Janet Zand
4. **Treating Knee Pain and Instability with Applied Kinesiology** - Matt Callison
5. **Calligraphy: A Hands on Experience** - Wang Jin Huai
6. **Mind, Mood & Oriental Medicine** - Janet Zand
7. **Mind, Mood & Oriental Medicine** - Janet Zand
8. **Less is Better: Perspectives on Japanese Acupuncture** - Stephen Birch
9. **Chakras & Their Connection to the 8 Extraordinary Vessels** - Gabriel Stux
10. **The Du and Ren on the Face** - Lillian Lesefko-Garnier
11. **Keiraku, Chiryo, Toyahari & Yin-Yang Balancing** - Steven Birch
12. **Treatment of Chronic Kidney Disorders, Sexual Disturbances and Pain Relief During Delivery** - Gabriel Stux
14. **Plant & Animal Remedy Sources: An Illustrated Insight** - J Winston
15. **Treatment of Cancer Patients with Chinese Herbal Medicine** - Z’Ev Rosenberg
16. **Clinical Outcomes Research** - Robert Duggan
17. **Spiritual Dimensions of Chinese Medicine** - Panel Discussion
18. **Clinical Outcomes Research** - Robert Duggan
19. **Spiritual Dimensions of Chinese Medicine** - Panel Discussion
20. **So Rig: Tibetan Medicine & It’s Relation to Chinese Medicine** - Kevin Ergil
21. **Ayurveda for Health Care Professionals** - Vasant Lad
22. **Using the Dong Han Taoist System** - Jiang Jing
23. **Geometric Point Patterns to Relieve Blood Stagnation** - Ni Yi Tian
24. **The 8 Extraordinary Vessels with Traditional Point Combos** - Alex Tiberi
25. **Using the Dong Han Taoist System** - Jiang Jing
26. **Geometric Point Patterns to Relieve Blood Stagnation** - Ni Yi Tian
27. **The 8 Extraordinary Vessels for Ob/Gyn Problems** - Alex Tiberi
28. **The Development of Oriental Medicine: Myths and Misconceptions** - Kevin Ergil
29. **Chinese Medical Terminology in Clinical Practice** - Marvae Ergil
30. **Posture, Glands, Rhythms and the Extraordinary Vessels** - Holly Guzman
31. **Exploring the Powers of the Extraordinary Vessels** - Holly Guzman
TAPE I.D. 96
1. RECALCTRANT BACK PAIN: KINESIOLOGY & TCM- MATTHEW CALLISON
2. SEXUAL POSITIONS FOR BALANCING QI & BLOOD- ALEX TIBERI
3. BALANCING METHOD FOR TREATMENT OF PAIN- RICHARD TAN
4. POINTS & HERBS: ENHANCED SEXUAL PERFORMANCES- ALEX TIBERI
5. RECALCTRANT BACK PAIN: KINESIOLOGY & TCM WORKSHOP- MATT CALLISON
6. TREATMENT & MANAGEMENT OF CANCER PATIENTS- Z'EV ROSENBERG
7. SEXUALITY AND THE SERIOUSLY 111- MISHA COHEN
8. HUMAN SEXUALITY: CHINESE ROYAL FAMILY SECRETS- J. MIN FAN
9. HUMAN SEXUALITY: CHINESE ROYAL FAMILY SECRETES WORKSHOP- J. MIN FAN
10. WOMEN'S SEXUALITY- MISHA COHEN
11. VARYING TREATMENT METHODS FOR SPECIFIC TYPES OF PAIN- ALEX TIBERI
12. CERVICAL SYNDROME- SHUDO DENMEI
13. THE CLASH BETWEEN CONVENTIONAL & ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE- BRUCE POMERANZ
14. POSTPARTUM DEPRESSION- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
15. CERVICAL SYNDROME WORKSHOP- SHUDO DENMEI
16. HOW ACUPUNCTURE HEALS WOUNDS & RELIEVES PAIN- BRUCE POMERANZ
17. POSTPARTUM DEPRESSION WORKSHOP- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
18. SEXUALITY & CHINESE MEDICINE- GIOVANNI MACIOCIA
19. TREATMENT OF HEADACHE- MIKI SHIMA
20. FACIAL ANALYSIS OF SEX APPEAL
21. THE HEART CHANNEL: UNUSUAL CLINICAL APPLICATIONS- GIOVANNI MACIOCIA
22. TREATMENT OF HEADACHIE- MIKI SHIMA
23. SIGNS OF SEXUALITY- LILLIAN LESEFKO-GARNIER
24. DR. NAGANO'S TREATMENT OF CHRONIC PAIN- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
25. ATOPIC ECZEMA IN ADULTS AND CHILDREN- MIOVANNI MACIOCIA

TAPE I.D. 95
1. AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO MENOPAUSE- JANET ZAND
2. YIN & YANG & PSYCHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS & TREATMENT- MICHAEL SMITH
3. ORIENTAL MEDICINE & CHINESE LANGUAGE- DAN BENSKY
4. AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO MENOPAUSE WORKSHOP- JANET ZAND
5. FIVE PHASES & PSYCHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS & TREATMENT WORKSHOP- MICHAEL SMITH
6. COLD INDUCED DISORDERS- SHANG HAN LUN- DAN BENSKY
7. FOUR-PART GYNECOLOGY SEMINAR- ALEX TIBERI
8. NEI GONG GEE LIAO”HEALING WOUNDS”- BILL HELM
9. USE OF BASAL BODY TEMP. & TREATMENT OF FERTILITY- BOB FLAWS
10. USING FACIAL DIAGNOSIS TO GUIDE EMOTIONAL REJUVENATION- LILLIAN LESEFKO
11. THE IMMUNE SYSTEM & TREADITION CHINESE MEDICINE- J. MIN FAN
12. THE TREATMENT OF FIVROCYSTIC BREAST DISEASE- BOB FLAWS
13. USING FACIAL DIAGNOSIS TO GUIDE EMOTIONAL REJUVENATION WORKSHOP- LILLIAN LESEFKO
14. THE IMMUNE SYSTEM & TRADITION CHINESE MEDICINE WORKSHOP- J. MIN FAN
15. THAI STRETCHING FOR MENTAL EQUANIMITY- RICK GOLD
16. DIAGNOSIS & TREATMENT OF INFERTILITY WITH TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE WORKSHOP- YITIAN NI
17. CHAKRA ACUPUNCTURE & DIRECT ENERGY DIAGNOSIS & TREATMENT WORKSHOP- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
18. THAI ABDOMINAL MASSAGE FOR MENSTRUAL DISORDERS- RICK GOLD
19. PROGESTERONE & ITS USES IN TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE- HOOLY EAGLE
20. THE MANAGEMENT OF ANXIETY, DEPRESSION & INSOMNIA WORKSHOP- MIKI SHIMA
21. TUI NA FOR ANKLE & WRIST INJURIES- BILL HELM

TAPE I.D. 94
1. INTRO/SYMMETRY ACUPUNCTURE & MANIPULATION- IN E. MOON
2. URINARY INCONTINENCE- HOLLY EAGLE
3. CHAKRAS & ACUPUNCTURE POINTS- GABRIEL STUX
4. POINT COMBINATION BASED ON CHANNEL THEORY- YI TIAN NI
5. HIGH TOUCH FOR A HIGH-TECH AGE- OHASHI
6. A TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICAL APPROACH- ALEX TIBERI
7. THEIR DIAGNOSIS & TREATMENT W/ TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE- WU YAN
8. HOMEOPATHY: A PLACE OF THE PUZZLE- JANET ZAND
9. PAIN & SPASM- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
10. THE ENHANCEMENT OF PERFORMANCE- WHITFIELD REAVES
11. USING FACIAL DIAGNOSIS TO RECOGNIZE LIFE CRISSES- LILLIAN LESEFKO
12. THE TREATMENT OF FIBROCYSTIC BREAST DISEASE- BOB FLAWS
13. USING FACIAL DIAGNOSIS TO GUIDE EMOTIONAL REJUVENATION WORKSHOP- LILLIAN LESEFKO
14. CHAKRAS & ACUPUNCTURE POINTS WORKSHOP- GABRIEL STUX
15. POINT COMBINATION BASED ON CHANNEL THEORY WORKSHOP- YI TIAN NI
16. OHASHIATSU: AS GOOD TO GIVE AS TO RECEIVE- OHASHI
17. THE PREPARATION OF HERBAL PLASTERS- ALEX TIBERI
18. ALLERGIC REACTION DISEASES: DIAGNOSIS & TREATMENT- WU YAN
19. HOMEOPATHY & CHINESE MEDICINE- JANET ZAND
20. PAIN & SPASM- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
21. TREATMENT OF LOWER EXTREMITY SPORTS INJURIES- WHITFIELD REAVES
22. MOTHER’S & FATHER’S INFLUENCE: RECOGNIZING THEIR SIGNS BY FACIAL DIAGNOSIS- LILLIAN LESEFKO

K. PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 1999
1. MOTOR & AH-SHI POINTS- MATT CALLISON- MISSING
2. PANEL DISCUSSION- PAIN: AN INTEGRATIVE APPROACH
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lecture Title</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MOTOR &amp; AH-SHI POINTS- MATT CALLISON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TUI NA FOR GERIATRIC PAIN RELIEF- BILL HELM- MISSING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TRANSDISCIPLINARY ASSESSMENT &amp; TEAM APPROACH- TED PRIEBE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>TREATMENT OF BLOOD STASIS- Z’EV ROSENBERG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>FACIAL PAIN- ALEX TIBERI- MISSING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>AURICULAR ACUPUNCTURE ZONES- TERRY OLESON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>RESCUING THE ADOLESCENCE IN ALL OF US- MICHAEL SMITH- MISSING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>CHAKRA FLOW MEDITATION &amp; ENERGY DIAGNOSIS- GABRIEL STUX- MISSING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>TREATMENT OF THE FACE- ALEX TIBERI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>AURICULAR ACUPUNCTURE PROCEDURES- TERRY OLESON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>STUDENT SCHOLAR- JILL BLAKEWAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>REPETITIVE STRAIN INJURIES- HONARA LEE WOLFE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>THAI MASSAGE- RICK GOLD- MISSING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>RESCUING THE ADOLESCENCE IN ALL OF US- MICHAEL SMITH- MISSING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>THE INNER NATURE OF PAIN- LONNY JARRETT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>CHINESE PULSE EXAMINATION &amp; PAIN- BOB FLAWS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>SUPPORTIVE CARE OF CANCER PATIENTS- MIKI SHIMA- MISSING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>FEMALE BREAST PAIN- BOB FLAWS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>SUPPORTIVE CARE OF CANCER PATIENTS- MIKI SHIMA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>KORYO HAND THERAPY: PAIN MANAGEMENT- TAE- WOO YOO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>QI GONG- ROGER JAHNKE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>KORYO HAND THERAPY: THREE HOURS- TAI WOO YOO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>FACIAL DIAGNOSIS- LILLIAN LESEFKO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>QI GONG- ROGER JAHNKE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>THE TCM EFFECTS OF WESTERN ANALGESICS- ROBERT ZEIGER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>HEARTSICK: THE PAINS OF LOVE- FELICE DUNAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>REBELS WITH A CAUSE- FELICE DUNAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

L. PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lecture Title</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TREATMENT OF EYE DISORDERS- ALEX TIBERI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SHEN-JING- HARRIER BEINFIELD &amp; EFREM KORNGOLD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SOFT TISSUE TRAUMA- MATT CALLISON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>KNEE, ANKLE &amp; FOOT INJURIES- MATT CALLISON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>WHO AM I?- HARRIET BEINFIELD &amp; EFREM KORNGOLD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>MORE TREATMENT OF EYE DISORDERS- ALEX TIBERI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TCM/HOSPICE CARE- ANA DE VIDIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ELECTROACUPUNCTURE- JAUNG-GENG LIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CHINESE HERBAL PHARMACOLOGY- Z’EV ROSENBERG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>TREATING CANCER- MISHA COHEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>WELCOME BABIES!- ANGELA WU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>MEN &amp; WOMEN ARE DIFFERENT- FELICE DUNAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>HEPATITIS C HELP PROGRAM- MISHA COHEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>SEXUALITY: ORIENTAL MEDICINE PERSPECTIVE- FELICE DUNAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>WELCOME BABIES! – ANGELA WU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>FOLLOW THE SPIRIT; FOLLOW THE QI- MICHAEL SMITH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>CINNAMON TWIG IN THE SHANG HAN LUN- DAN BENSKY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>GU’S INVIGORATING BLOOD CIRCULATION EXERCISE- CHENG DE GU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
19. CONFUCIUS, MAO ZE DONG & TCM- GIOVANNI MACIOCIA
20. LANGUAGE: THE NEGLECTED KEY- NIGEL WISEMAN
21. BASILARY & VERTEBRAL ARTERY INSUFFICIENCY- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
22. TRIPLE WARMER- DAVID FORD
23. BASILARY & VERTEBRAL ARTERY INSUFFICIENCY- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
24. ADVANCED TONGUE DIAGNOSIS- GIOVANNI MACIOCIA
25. LANGUAGE: THE NEGLECTED KEY- NIGEL WISEMAN
26. HEPATITIS C- HOLLY GUZMAN
27. FACIAL DIAGNOSIS- LILLIAN GARNIER
28. SUPPORT FOR THE CANCER PATIENT- MIKI SHIMA
29. CLASSICAL FIVE ELEMENT ACUPUNCTURE- NEIL GUMENICK
30. SUPPORT FOR THE CANCER PATIENT- MIKI SHIMA
31. BASILARY & VERTEBRAL ARTERY INSUFFICIENCY- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
32. FREEING THE BLOCKED PATIENT- NEIL GUMENICK
33. HERBS FOR DIGESTIVE DISORDERS- ANDREW GAEDDERT
34. CGC ACUPUNCTURE/CANCER TREATMENT- MAGNOLIA GOH
35. CHINESE MEDICAL PEDIATRICS & DERMATOLOGY- ALEX TIBERI

M. PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 2001

1. TREATING ZANG FU SYNDROMES- A. TIBERI
2. CHINESE MEDICINE, HAART & HIV: A POST-PROTEASE UPDATE- MATT VAN BENSCHOTEN
3. IMMUNE SYSTEM AND THE TREATMENT OF CHRONIC DISEASE- STEVEN ROSENBLATT
4. HERBAL ALGORITHMS- ZEV ROSENBERG
5. HERB DRUG INTERACTIONS-SUBHUTI DHARMANANDA
6. DISEASE AND OUR AVERSION TO IT- GREG BANTICK
7. INTIMATE BEHAVIOR AND ATTRACTION PATTERNS- FELICE DUNAS
8. ACUPUNCTURE FOR THE EMOTIONS- PETER LAMBROU & GEORGE PRATT
9. INTRODUCTION TO BONE HEALING- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
10. SUPER-SUPERFICIAL INSERTION- STEVEN BROWN
11. THE BASIS OF CHINESE MEDICAL CONCEPTS- D.E. KENDALL
12. ORIGINS OF CHINESE MEDICINE- PAUL UNSCHULD
13. INTRODUCTION TO ACUPUNCTURE AND AURICULOTHERAPY- RICHARD NIEMZOW
14. TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICAL ORTHOPEDICS- ALEX TIBERI
15. BONES AND MUSCLES- KIIKO MATSUMOTO
16. KOREAN MERIDIAN THERAPY- ALEX TIBERI
17. CHINESE MEDICINE, HAART & HIV: A POST-PROTEASE UPDATE- MATT VAN BENSCHOTEN
18. IMMUNE MODIFICATION & TREATMENT OF CHRONIC DISEASE PERSPECTIVE- STEVEN ROSENBLATT
19. ENHANCING ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE- MATT CALLISON
20. MODERNIZATION OF PATENT MEDICINES FROM CHINA- SUHURI DHARMANANDA
21. SEX AND THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP- FELICE DUNAS
22. VERTEBRAL FIXATIONS AND THE HUATUOJIAJI POINTS- MATT CALLISON
APPENDIX E

23. KOREAN MERIDIAN THERAPY- ALEX TIBERI
24. KEYNOTE: HEALING OCCURS THROUGH RELATIONSHIP, NOT ACTION- MICHAEL SMITH
25. ACUPUNCTURE FOR THE EMOTIONS- PETER LAMBROU & GEORGE PRATT
26. INTRODUCTION TO BONE HEALING: DEMONSTRATION AND CASE STUDIES- KIKKO MATSUMOTO
27. FEELING THE ARRIVAL OF QI- STEVEN BROWN
28. ACTIVE ACUPUNCTURE FOR PAIN RELIEF IN CANCER PATIENTS- MAGNOLIA GOH
29. PHYSIOLOGICAL UNDERSTANDING OF CHINESE MEDICINE- D.E. KENDALL
30. WEN BING APPLICATIONS FOR RESPIRATORY DISEASES- CHARLES CHACE
31. ACUPUNCTURE AND AURICULOTHERAPY- RICHARD NEIMZOW
32. BALANCING METHODS FROM THE SHANG HAN LUN- J. MIN FAN
33. ORIGINS OF CHINESE MEDICINE- PAUL UNSCHULD

K. PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 2002
1. PRE-MODERN CASE STUDY- BOB DAMONE
2. SIGNS FROM THE SHEN- LILLIAN GARNIER
3. READING SHEN DISTURBANCES- LILLIAN GARNIER
4. TREATING DEPRESSION WITH CHINESE MEDICINE- GREG BANTICK
5. POINT COMBINATIONS FOR VARIOUS COMPLAINTS- ALEX TIBERI
6. ENHANCING ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE- ALEX TIBERI
7. STROKE REHABILITATION- NING MA
8. COMPLEMENTARY AND INTEGRATED MEDICINE- ROGER JAHNKE
9. THE TEN PHASES OF QI CULTIVATION AND MASTERY- ROGER JAHNKE
10. THE HEALING PROMISE OF QI- ROGER JAHNKE
11. THE SECONDARY CHANNELS: WARP AND WOOF- GIOVANNI MACIOCIA
12. THE MEASURED AND THE MINDFUL: PARTS 1 & 2- JANET ZAND
13. QI AND THE NATURE OF TCM THEORY- KEN ROSE
14. TRAUMA: THE SILENT DESTROYER- FELICE DUNAS
15. TREATING PARASITES AND FUNGUS- ANDREW GAEDDERT
16. EMOTION AND THE FIVE ZANG ORGANS- ELISABETH ROCHAT
17. COMMON RUNNING INJURIES- MATT CALLISON
18. ESSENCES AND SPIRIT- ELISABETH ROCHAT
19. HERBAL UPDATE- ANDREW GAEDDERT
20. MANIFESTATION OF SPIRIT THROUGH THE THREE TREASURES- PHILIPPE SIONNEAU
21. THE FIVE SPIRITS: A TRADITIONAL APPROACH- PHILIPPE SIONNEAU
22. BLOOD FORMATION AND BLOOD STAGNATION: CLINICAL STRATEGIES- RICK GOLD
23. TAOIST SEXUALITY- KEN ROSE
24. CHASING SYMPTOMS- MARY KAY RYAN
25. MIXING HERBS, ACUPUNCTURE AND FERTILITY DRUGS- HOLLY GUZMAN
26. CONCEPTS IN INTEGRATIVE TREATMENT- ELAINE STERN
27. MANAGEMENT OF CANCER PATIENTS WITH CHINESE MEDICINE- Z'EV ROSENBERG
28. CHINESE MEDICAL PEDIATRICS- ALEX TIBERI
APPENDIX E

29. PSYCHO- EMOTIONAL POINTS ACCORDING TO CLASSICAL ACUPUNCTURE- PHILIPPE SIONNEAU

L. PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM 2003
1. ALTERNATIVES TO MA HUANG- ANDREW GAEDDERT
2. THERAPEUTIC ACTIONS OF ACUPUNCTURE PART 1- JEFFREY YUEN
3. YOGA POSTURES AND TCM FOR ZANG/FU SYNDROMES- ALEX TIBERI
4. TREATING SHINGLES, ECZEMA, AND PSORIASIS - ANDREW GAEDDERT
5. THERAPEUTIC ACTIONS OF ACUPUNCTURE PART 2- JEFFREY YUEN
6. YOGA AND CHINESE MEDICINE- ALEX TIBERI
7. ABDOMINAL EXPLORATIONS- RICHARD GOLD
8. CHINESE MEDICINE PATHOMECHANISMS- BOB DAMONE
9. ACUPUNCTURE IN PREGNANCY, LABOR AND DELIVERY PART 1- GABRIEL STUX
10. UNUSUAL TONGUE SIGNS- BARBARA KERSCHBAUM
11. ACUPUNCTURE, IN PREGNANCY, LABOR AND DELIVERY PART 2- GABRIEL STUX
12. BLOOD STASIS AND SUBLINGUAL VEINS- BARBARA KIRSCHBAUM
13. ONE NEEDLE CURES 1000 DISEASES- YAIR MAIMON
14. FUKUSHIN: ABDOMINAL DIAGNOSIS IN KAMPO- NIGEL DAWES
15. AURICULAR DIAGNOSIS OF COMMON DISEASES- LI CHUN HUANG
16. THE BIFURCATION OF HAN CHINESE MEDICINE PAR 1- PAUL UNSCHULD
17. RECLAIMING THE AUTHENTIC SELF PART 1- LONNY JARRETT
18. PERFECTING YOUR AURICULAR ABILITIES- LI CHUN HUANG
19. THE BIFURCATION OF HAN CHINESE MEDICINE PART 2- PAUL UNSCHULD
20. RECLAIMING THE AUTHENTIC SELF PART 2- LONNY JARRETT
21. SPIRITUALITY AND CHINESE MEDICINE- MARY KAY RYAN
22. SPIRITS AND GHOSTS: GUI IN TCM
23. CHRONIC PAIN AND DISABILITIES OF THE NECK- MICHAEL TURK
24. L’CHAIM: MINDFULNESS IN DAILY TCM PRACTICE- MISHA COHEN
25. CLASSICAL FIVE- ELEMENT ACUPUNCTURE- NEIL GUMENICK
26. FEMALE FERTILITY ENHANCEMENT USING TCM- MISHA COHEN
27. RAPPORT AND SPIRITS OF THE POINTS- NEIL GUMENICK
28. ENERGETIC PHYSIO-PATHOLOGY OF BODY AREAS- GIOVANNI MACIOCIA
29. DIFFICULT CASES: UNRAVELING COMPLEX PATTERNS- Z’EV ROSENBERG

UPDATED 3/1/2009